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Abstract In this work we investigate the shear rheology of Carbopol 981

microgel particle suspensions, confined between shearing plates with gap

separations from 5 µm to 100 µm. We show that even for confining gaps

smaller than the gel particle size, the yielding of concentrated microgel sus-

pensions is delayed to stress levels above the bulk yield stress. Furthermore,

for stresses below this new yield point, slip is described by elastohydrody-

namic lubrication theory as long as the direct confinement of the single gel

particles between the shearing surfaces is limited to a Hertzian deformation.

For a strong, non-Hertzian particle deformation the slip layer breaks down
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and leads to a frictional interaction of the single confined particle with the

two shearing surfaces, depending on their surface roughness. Lubrication

pressures and friction coefficients have been quantified with in-situ normal

force measurements on the confined particles, which have also been utilised

to unambiguously determine the relevant swollen particle dimensions.

1 Introduction

Many industrial products, such as cosmetics, food products, pharmaceuti-

cals and coatings do not behave as simple Newtonian fluids but can exhibit

a complex behavior, including the occurrence of yield stresses as well as

rate and/or time-dependent shear and normal stresses. In many cases the

flow occurring during the actual application of these products is confined

to gaps of few micrometers. The study of the conformational and dynam-

ical behavior of such fluids in confinements is thus of great interest from

an industrial as well as a fundamental point of view. When the characteris-

tic length scale of the flow geometry approaches the microstructural length

scale of the fluid, boundary effects such as wall-slip (Barnes (1995); Black

and Graham (1999)), cohesive failure (Reimers and Dealy (1998)) and ad-

hesive failure (Migler et al (1993)) occur on the same length scale as the

overall dynamics of the sample (Clasen and McKinley (2004); Clasen et al

(2006); Baik et al (2011)) and can no longer be neglected. Also the rhe-

ological behavior of thin fluid films of complex materials can be different

from the corresponding bulk behavior (Clasen and McKinley (2004); Clasen
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et al (2006)). Rheological characterizations of bulk samples are therefore of-

ten not sufficient or simply not relevant to describe the behavior of a fluid

in practical applications. For these applications it is essential to study the

rheological properties of complex fluids on the relevant (micrometer) scales.

Special techniques are required to probe the rheological properties of

micrometer thin films. Attempts have been made to operate commercially

available rotational rheometers at micrometer gap separations by taking

into account and correcting for possible misalignment and gap errors. To

this end Davies and Stokes (2008) have used a commercially available ro-

tational rheometer with parallel plates to carry out thin film rheological

measurements at gaps below 100 µm. Henson and Mackay (1995) have also

demonstrated that a well aligned rotational rheometer with accurately ma-

chined parallel plates can be used to perform rheological measurements on

thin films down to a gap of 10µm. Following a different approach, Dhino-

jwala and Granick (1997) introduced a microgap rheometer with a working

gap range of 3−500µm and with the capability to perform small amplitude

oscillatory shear experiments. Clasen and co-workers (Clasen and McKinley

(2004); Clasen et al (2006); Erni et al (2011)) developed the first generation

of the Flexure-based Microgap Rheometer (FMR) that establishes steady

state shearing flows at gaps of 0.1− 100µm.

A typical example of a complex fluid with microstructural length scales

on the order of micrometers are suspensions of microgels. Microgels are

polymeric particles with a crosslinked network structure that are swollen in a
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suitable solvent (Saunders and Vincent (1999)). They can be classified based

on their stimulus-responsive nature (Das et al (2006)) such as reversible

volume changes in response to changes in temperature (Hoare and Pelton

(2004)), pH (Hoare and Pelton (2004)), ionic strength (Neyret and Vincent

(1997)), quality of solvent (Kaneda and Vincent (2004); Pich et al (2004)) or

magnetic field strength (Sawai et al (1992); Fernandez-Nieves et al (2000);

Fernandez-Nieves and Marquez (2000)).

The Carbopol microgels investigated in this study are poly(acrylic acid)-

based polymers crosslinked with polyalkenyl polyethers or divinyl glycol

(Lubrizol (2013)). They are widely used as rheology modifiers in areas such

as cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. They impart non-Newtonian behavior

(shear thinning) even at very small concentrations (Roberts and Barnes

(2001); Park et al (2003)). They have a low temperature sensitivity and

change their volume with pH (Gutowski et al (2012)), exhibiting a swelling

at neutral pH due to osmotic pressure of the counterions (Cloitre et al

(2003)). They are considered to be suspensions of particle-like domains that

are regarded as microgels (Davies and Stokes (2008)). Non-constrained Car-

bopol microgels have a complex shape, are elastic and have the capability to

adapt their shape and swelling ratio to local space and solvent availability.

The mesostructure of Carbopol dispersion in an acidic pH was recently stud-

ied by Gutowski et al (2012). Piau (2007) identified the change in Carbopol

structure with increasing concentration. In particular he demonstrated that

below a critical concentration of 0.21 wt% the microgels are fully swollen
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with excess solvent surrounding the particle. Above this critical concen-

tration the microgels are closely packed and disordered because of their

polydispersity, and their size is proportional to the available solvent.

Several studies have been carried out on the bulk rheology of Carbopol

microgels (Carnali and Naser (1992); Borrega et al (1999); Roberts and

Barnes (2001); Piau (2007)). However, we lack understanding of how these

systems behave in confined flows with dimensions close to the length scale of

the microgel particles. With decreasing gap eventually a direct interaction of

the dispersed phase with the wall will be observable in the overall rheological

response. Confinement effects as an interaction with the wall are generally

already observable at gaps one or two orders of magnitude larger than the

mean diameter of the particles in the dispersed phase (Clasen and McKinley

(2004); Baik et al (2011); Yan et al (2009); Davies and Stokes (2008)). Davies

and Stokes (2008) used a commercially available parallel plate rheometer to

study the rheology of a dilute Carbopol microgel for flows down to 20µm,

using a roughened plate to suppress effects of slip. Oppong and de Bruyn

(2011) used dynamic light scattering and direct particle tracking to study

locally the microrheology of Carbopol suspensions. They reported that, on

the bulk scale, the dispersion changes from a predominantly viscous fluid

to a stiff elastic gel as the concentration of the microgel particles increases.

Yan et al (2009) used a constant velocity squeeze flow rheometer to examine

the flow confinement of aqueous Carbopol suspensions. According to their

studies a transition from bulk behavior to observable confinement effects
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occur at confining gaps of approximately 200µm for concentrations of 0.3

and 0.5 wt%, and 270µm for the higher concentration of 0.7 wt% Carbopol

microgels. They also hypothesized that for gaps similar to the size of the

dispersed phase, flow resistance should arise from the direct interaction of

the dispersed phase with the confining walls. However, they were not able

to conduct measurements at those gaps.

One of the possible wall effects that can dominate the rheological re-

sponses of a heavily confined sample is wall slip. For microgel suspensions

this may be induced by the depletion of particles in the proximity of the

shearing surfaces (Barnes (1995); Meeker et al (2004)) or by a lubrication

flow at the contact of the particle with the wall (Cloitre et al (2003)).

Usually surface modifications such as attaching sand paper to the shearing

geometries or using roughened geometries are considered to be sufficient to

suppress slip. However, the selection of the correct roughness, already for

bulk rheometry, is an important criterion which depends on the particle

size of the suspended system (Coussot (2005)). For gaps on the order of mi-

crometers, the roughness is expected to have a key role on the observed flow

and slip behavior. Therefore, in this study shearing plates having different

roughnesses have been used while keeping a very precise flatness (λ/10) in

order to decouple slip from confinement effects.

The main objective of this work is to understand the gap dependent

rheological properties of deformable Carbopol microgels in relation to their

underlying microstructure at different concentrations spanning the range
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from dilute to concentrated suspensions. First the structure of the particles

is characterized at the actual swelling conditions with confocal microscopy.

The relevant particle dimensions are determined from the normal stress

response of a static confinement when confining particles well below their

hydrodynamic diameters. Subsequently rheological measurements are per-

formed with a second-generation Flexure-based Microgap Rheometer (N-

FMR) (Baik et al (2011)) in which the microgel particles are confined up to

three times below their average diameter. Finally, to decouple the effect of

slip from confinement effects (direct frictional interaction), the shear mea-

surements are conducted at different surface roughnesses of the shearing

plates.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials and Sample Preparation

Carbopol 981 was provided by Lubrizol (Brussels, Belgium). Potassium Hy-

droxide base (KOH) 85 %, Sodium azide salt (NaN3) and ATTO 647N

dye were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Belgium). Carbopol gels have been

prepared following the recommendation by the supplier. The appropriate

amount of Carbopol is added over a course of several minutes to a beaker

containing deionized, bidistilled water which is being stirred continuously

by a magnetic mixer. The mixing speed has been gradually increased from

100 rpm to about 500 rpm as the viscosity of the sample increases with

powder addition. This results in a suspension with an acidic pH of about 3.
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Then a 10 wt% aqueous solution of Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) is added

to the samples until a neutral pH of around 7 is obtained. This neutraliza-

tion was achieved at a weight ratio of 0.572:1 (solid ratio base/Carbopol,

as suggested by the manufacturer). Mixing is continued until a clear gel is

obtained. This way dispersions of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt% Carbopol (expressed in

grams of dry Carbopol powder per 100 g water) were prepared. To prevent

possible bacterial growth in the sample, a small amount of sodium azide

(0.005 wt%) is added.

2.2 Microscopy

A Visitech VT-Hawk confocal microscope is used to image the Carbopol

samples at different pH and concentrations. A 100x oil immersion objective

(1.4 NA) and a pinhole size of 50µm are used at an excitation wavelength

of 642 nm. For imaging, 5µL of a 100 times diluted stock of ATTO 647N

cationic dye is added to 495µL of Carbopol sample and the system was

stirred for several weeks to assure proper staining of the particles before

imaging the sample.

A scanning electron microscope Philips XL40 is used to image the net-

work structure of freeze-dried Carbopol gels. In order to avoid artifacts

related to free water crystallization, flasks containing the microgel samples

were immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath followed by freeze-drying at -83 oC

and 0.1 mbar for 23 h to carefully remove the fine crystals of ice. Subse-

quently the dried sample was deposited on carbon tape and imaged.
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Fig. 1 Microstructural changes of Carbopol microgels with pH and concentration.

Confocal and SEM images of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt % (from top to bottom) Carbopol

microgels. The first column shows confocal images of un-neutralized microgels in

a shrunk state at pH 3.5. Images of neutralized, swollen microgels are indicated in

the second column. SEM images of the underlying microstructure of neutralized,

swollen and subsequently freeze-dried microgels are depicted in the last column.

All scale bars are 20µm.

The observed microstructures from confocal microscopy and scanning

electron microscope are shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 Microgap rheometry

The microgap rheological measurements are performed using the second

generation of the Flexure-based Microgap Rheometer, N-FMR (Baik et al
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(2011)) shown in Fig. 2. It is a velocity controlled sliding plate rheometer

that generates a plane Couette shearing profile. The rheometer is specially

designed to probe the rheological properties of thin films at micrometer gaps

which are normally not accessible by commercially available bulk rheome-

ters. This rheometer operates in a gap range of 1− 400µm. The compound

flexure mechanism (Baik et al (2011); Gearing and Anand (2001)) provides

the key feature to the N-FMR which enables it to maintain a constant gap

while applying a large shearing movement of the plates over several mil-

limeters. Three non-invasive inductive proximity sensors (SMT 9700-20N,

KAMAN Instrumentation, Colorado Springs, CO) (see Fig. 2(j)), are at-

tached to the upper shearing fixture in order to control parallelism of the

shearing surfaces and the gap distance with an accuracy of ± 5 nm. A

detailed description of the device is given in (Baik et al (2011)).

The shearing plates are made of fused silica polished to a flatness of λ/10

(CVI Melles Griot, Netherlands) and with a root mean squared (RMS) sur-

face roughness of 5 Å. Plates with roughness of 15µm and 50µm with the

same flatness have been used to study the effect of slip. The required rough-

nesses are achieved by microgrinding the initially smooth surfaces to get a

maximum peak-to-valley distance of 15µm and 50µm on the glass surfaces

while maintaining their flatness. The zero gap is defined by detaching the

upper shearing fixture containing the upper shearing plates, Fig. 2(l) and

placing it on the bottom shearing plate, Fig. 2(m) (Baik et al (2011); Pflei-

derer et al (2014)). Random distribution of the peaks of the ground surfaces
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram showing the main components of the N-FMR. (a) Sen-

sor for detecting the movement of the actuator; (b) translation stage for sample

loading and gap adjustment; (c) sensor for shear stress measurements; (d) load

cell for normal force detection; (e) driver spring; (f) motorized actuator; (g) nor-

mal force spring; (h) sensor spring; (i) upper three-point nano-positioning stage;

(j) two sensors for gap distance measurement in the flow direction (direction-1),

a third gap sensor (not shown) is placed in the transverse direction (direction-3);

(k) integrated Kistler normal force sensor; (l) upper shearing surface; (m) lower

shearing surface. Axis-1 (given in the lower left corner of the upper image) repre-

sents the flow direction, Axis-2 is the orthogonal direction and Axis-3 represents

the transverse (neutral) direction.
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assure an even contact without penetration of the roughened surface. At this

point the corresponding readouts from the sensors are taken as the zero gap.

After reconnecting the upper fixture the desired gap is set using the upper

linear translating stage (Fig. 2(b)). Then the parallelism is adjusted by the

upper linear stage and the nanopositioning stages with a tilt angle error of

≤ 1.5µrad.

2.3.1 Calibration of the N-FMR Before measuring the gap-dependent mi-

crorheological properties of the microgels, the shearing surfaces have been

calibrated with a standard calibration oil with a nominal viscosity of 4.9

Pa s (Brookfield Engineering Laboratories Inc., Middleboro, MA 02346-

1031 USA). The calibration data on the N-FMR using smooth surfaces is

given in Fig. 3 (raw data shown in Fig. 3(a) and corrected for slip using

the Mooney analysis (Mooney (1931)) in Fig. 3(b) and the rough geome-

tries shown in (Fig. 3(c)). The superposition of shear stresses measured at

different micrometer gaps (for the roughened shearing plates) indicate an

effective suppression of slip for this simple fluid. The spring constant ob-

tained by shifting the stress data onto the nominal viscosity (straight lines

in Fig. 3) has been used for all following experiments.

2.3.2 Static normal force measurements with the N-FMR The first normal

stress difference can be determined from the force that acts perpendicular

to the shearing surfaces in direction 2 (with 1- lateral displacement direc-

tion, 2- direction orthogonal to the shearing plates and 3- neutral direc-
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Fig. 3 Calibration results of standard Brookfield oil with a nominal viscosity of

4.9 Pa s (straight line) at room temperature as a function of gap for: a) smooth

plates before correcting for slip b) after slip correction, c) rough plates (of rough-

ness 15 µm).

tion, see Fig. 2). In the current setup, the normal force is measured with a

force sensor directly integrated into the upper shearing surface, Fig. 2(l). A

piezoelectric force sensor, Fig. 2(k), (Model 9215 Kistler Instrumente AG,

Winterhur, Switzerland) with a sensitivity of -81 pC/N and an upper limit
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of the measurable force of 2 N is fixed to a round glass segment of 5 mm

diameter in the upper shearing fixture. The assembly can measure normal

stresses up to 25 kPa with an accuracy of ±13 Pa (Baik et al (2011)).

The measured normal force can have different origins. It can arise from

the suspension itself via the actual deformation of the suspended particles. A

second possibility are squeeze flow effects (Stefan (1875); Bird et al (1987))

and/or a lubrication flow arising due to misalignment of the shearing plates

(Deen (1998)). In order to decouple the actual normal force generated due

to deformation of the suspended particles in the fluid system from the flow

induced forces, the following protocol has been applied:

The sample is first confined to the desired gap (at static conditions,

without shearing the plates) and then the gap is suddenly widened to a gap

separation beyond the largest particle dimensions. The difference in normal

forces before and after the sudden widening of the gap is monitored and

reported. For this the steady state values of the normal force are used after

effects of squeeze flow induced by the gap widening have decayed. This pro-

tocol has proven to deliver more accurate results in comparison to a sudden

confinement of the sample: Separating the plates by commanding a wide

gap leads to a large initial separation force (caused by the compliance of

the instrument) that works against the reverse squeeze flow in the small

gap that scales following Stefan’s equation with h−3. Closing the gap on

the other hand to a desired gap setting leads to a decaying closing force

when approaching the small gap (where the squeeze flow is most effective)
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and thus a longer time to approach the desired gap compared to the sep-

aration. Short measuring time to reach steady states are desired for the

piezo based force sensor. The remaining drift of the sensor is taken into

account through calibration. Furthermore, using the unloading protocol al-

lows to optimize the parallelism of the surface in the confined state before

the actual measurement.

2.4 Bulk rheology measurements

Bulk rheological measurements are performed using a stress controlled rheome-

ter (Physica 501a), with a cone and plate geometry (25 mm diameter and

20 cone angle) and roughened surfaces for which a no-slip condition was

verified. Flow curves are obtained with stepped steady rate tests. Creep

measurements are performed with a set stress values and a steady shear

rate condition of 2% over a time window of 10% of the measurement time.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Bulk rheology

For the evaluation of the confinement in the following, also the bulk flow

curves have been obtained using rotational rheological measurements. The

probed shear rate range for the three concentrations of Carbopol microgels

given in Fig. 4 extends over the range accessible with the N-FMR. Further-

more Fig. 4 also gives the low stress/rate data (obtained from steady stress
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Fig. 4 Flow curves obtained from bulk rheological measurements for the three

different concentrations of Carbopol microgels, open symbols represent steady-rate

values of creep measurements for the 0.1 wt% sample. Solid lines show Herschel-

Bulkley fits, σ = σy + Kγ̇n
app, where σy is the yield stress, K is the power-law

coefficient and n is the shear-thinning exponent.

creep measurements) for a selected concentration of 0.1wt% to compare to

the in the literature well described bulk flow behaviour of Carbopol.

The flow curves show a plateau at lower rates, indicating the presence

of a yield stress that increases with concentration. Similar bulk rheological

results for concentrated Carbopol suspensions have been reported elsewhere

in detail (Roberts and Barnes (2001); Park et al (2003)). The apparent yield

stress plateau observed even for the concentration of 0.1 wt% (which is below

the reported critical concentration of 0.21 wt% (Piau (2007))) is attributed

to a brush-like structure of dangling free ends of gel strands at the exterior of

the particles (Roberts and Barnes (2001); Carnali and Naser (1992)). These

polymer strands are thought to interact with their neighboring microgel
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particles to form physical entanglements. In the absence of larger stresses

arising from a close packing of the gel particles (or confining effects as

presented in the following), the low stress levels associated with the break

down of the entanglements as the flow progresses can be picked up as a yield

stress as depicted in Fig. 4. On the other hand, the plateau stress could

also be due to the clumps of microgel structure (interconnected network)

which resist flow at lower stresses and are broken down progressively as

the shear stress is increased (Roberts and Barnes (2001)). Such structures

are, however, not observed in the confocal images of the low concentrations

presented in the following section. The creep data shown for reference in

Fig. 4 (indicated by open symbols) for 0.1 wt% show a deviation from the

yield stress, resulting in an apparent Newtonian behaviour that is often

attributed to a creeping flow (Barnes (1995)). The flow of Carbopol in this

transitional regime is, however, strongly shear history dependent and can

exhibit thixotropic effects (rheological hysteresis) due to ultraslow stress

relaxation processes (Divoux et al (2010, 2013); Poumaere et al (2014)).

For the evaluation of the confinement in the following, this not unam-

biguous and flow history dependent low rate/stress regime is, however, not

relevant, since the reference bulk flow curves needed only to be measured

over the (higher) shear rate range accessible with the microgap rheometer.

These flow curves have been fitted with the Herschel-Bulkley model in Fig.

4. The yield stress level (thus determined in a regime unaffected by creeping

flows and possible rheological hysteresis) and the onset and evolution of the
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Table 1 The fitting parameters for Herschel-Bulkley model, σ = σy +Kγ̇n
app.

conc., wt% σy K n

0.1 1.16 1.58 0.47

0.5 11.67 9.90 0.45

1.0 13 15.1 0.42

shear thinning regime towards higher rates (represented by the consistency

factor K and the power law exponent n) are given in Table 2.

3.2 Relevant Carbopol microgel dimensions

The dimension and structure of Carbopol microgels in suspension have been

studied in the past. Optical microscopy has been used to study the dimen-

sions of the gel particle in acidic environment, however, at neutral pH the

swollen particles become invisible due to refractive index matching (Oppong

and de Bruyn (2011)). Oppong and de Bruyn (2011) used particle microrhe-

ology to show a non-homogeneous structure of the microgel particles in their

fully swollen state at neutral pH. Light scattering experiments by Lee et al

(2011) suggest that a gel particle probably consist of highly crosslinked core

regions (with length scales on the order of 400 nm), which swell much less

strongly with changing pH, and which are connected and surrounded by

a network of lower crosslink density that makes up the swellable and pH-

sensitive part of the particle with dimensions on the order of tens of microns.

Earlier investigations on the viscoelastic moduli of concentrated Carbopol
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suspensions by Carnali and Naser (1992) and their discrepancy to predicted

moduli for homogeneous networks have been attributed to the presence of

dangling chains at the gel particle surface as one possibility to explain the

discrepancy. Perceiving the dangling chains to form a ’brush-like’ structure

that can from entanglements could explain a yield stress at gel particle con-

centrations below the critical one (Roberts and Barnes (2001)). However,

the investigation of Carnali et al. also indicate that for interpreting their

rheological observations the gel particles are ‘better thought of as [imperfect]

networks rather than branched systems′ (Carnali and Naser (1992)).

In the current study, confocal microscopy is used to visualize the dimen-

sion and polydispersity, as well as the network structure of the used Car-

bopol for different pH and concentrations. Furthermore scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images are used to show the possible fibrous structure

of the microgels.

3.2.1 Confocal microscopy imaging The matching of the refractive index

of the dispersed and continuous phase of the swollen microgels prohibits

a direct optical visualisation of their microstructure and requires staining

with a strong fluoresent dye in order to enable confocal imaging. Such stain-

ing procedures have been difficult in the past for Carbopol based gels, as

at neutral pH dyes have a strong tendency to leach out of the gel parti-

cles, depending on the local crosslink density (Gutowski et al (2012)). In

the current paper a cationic dye has been selected (ATTO 647) that en-

ables a staining of the gel particle core and the surrounding higher crosslink
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density. The 3D renderings of the microgel structure in Fig. 1 obtained

from the confocal images of the neutralised systems show therefore only the

higher crosslinked parts (the cores) of the gel particles (movies of the stacked

images as well as the rendered structures can be found in the supporting

information). Furthermore, the boundaries visible in Fig. 1b depend on the

selected intensity threshold that represents an arbitrary critical dye concen-

tration that differentiates between an apparently ‘empty′ surrounding phase

and gel core. Still, the confocal images in Fig. 1 represent a first successful

confocal imaging of a neutralised Carbopol gel and allow to qualitatively

assess the particle shape and distribution.

At a pH = 3.5 the particles show little or no swelling, preventing dye

leaching and thus a proper staining of the gel particles and an analysis of

the particle size and general size distribution. It can be seen from Fig. 1a

that the unswollen particles have a size range of 1 - 4 µm and that most

of the space is taken up by the continuous phase. When neutralized to a

pH of 7 (Fig. 1b), the particles swell and form a percolated dispersion at

higher concentrations (Piau (2007)). A qualitative size analysis of the visible

(stained) gel cores indicates that the fully swollen particles are polydisperse

and have at least an average size between 10 - 40 µm. The even distribution

of particles in the 3D rendering in Fig. 1 also indicates that at pH = 7 for

the higher concentration of 0.5 wt% and 1 wt% a percolated network of

directly touching particles is formed, confirming the critical concentration

limit of ∼ 0.2 wt% as determined by Piau (Piau (2007)). The images of
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the swollen state also support the polydispersity observed in the unswollen

state. Furthermore, the images show a concentration dependent swelling as

described for Carbopol (Piau (2007)) or in general for microgels (Borrega

et al (1999); Meeker et al (2004); Seth et al (2008)), with the particles fully

swollen below the critical concentration and sufficient solvent availability.

On the other hand, as the concentration is increased above the critical

concentration, the microgels (and also the stained inner regions in Fig. 1b)

can only partially swell and exhibit a reduced particle dimension as they

must share a limited quantity of solvent.

3.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy The percolated structure of the con-

centrated microgel suspensions could not directly be visualised with confocal

microscopy as their outer, lesser crosslinked parts would not show up due

to dye leaching. Therefore scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to

visualize the percolated structure of the neutralized Carbopol gel particles.

Fig. 1 (last column) shows for microgels at pH 7 a fibrous or honeycomb-

like structure, similar to previous observations (Park et al (2003)), that has

been attributed to the percolating structure of the concentrated particles. It

should be noted that the observed structure has been discussed to originate

from the preparation method of the samples (Piau (2007)). Independent of

this, Fig. 1 indicates that the stiffness of the crosslinked network increases

significantly above the critical concentration and that less stiff and fibrous

networked structure was observed for lower concentrations. Similar con-
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clusions on the microstructures have been drawn from Cryo-SEM imaging

(Park et al (2003)) and SEM imaging (Piau (2007)).

Although optical microscopy has been used in the past in order to de-

termine an average particle diameter and the degree of space filling (Luo

et al (2013)), it should be noted that this might not reflect the relevant

hydroynamically effective dimensions of the microgel, in particular with the

staining difficulties that arise when trying to viszualize the whole particle

as discussed above. Although the confocal imaging in Fig. 1 enabled a qual-

itative way to visualise the degree of space filling of neutralised Carbopol

under the actual solution conditions for the first time, we require a more

accurate way to determine the relevant dimensions of the gel particles from

the confinement studies. For this the static normal force of single confined

particle layers was determined in the following.

3.2.3 Normal force measurements of confined microgel particles The nor-

mal force FN , arising from confining the microgel suspensions at different

gaps between the shearing surfaces was measured at static conditions (so

without applying a shear flow) in order to minimize lubrication and squeeze

flows that can arise from slight geometrical misalignment of the plates and

cause additional contribution to the measured normal force (Baik et al

(2011)). The normal force FN as a function of gap is plotted in Fig. 5a

for the three different concentrations of Carbopol microgels (at pH = 7)

used in this study. Each data point represents the force difference between

a static confinement of the particles at a certain gap, and the subsequent
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unloading of the particles by a sudden separation of the plates to an uncon-

fined state and a relaxation of FN to zero. Scaling the force with the particle

concentration in Fig. 5b gives then the normal force contribution per par-

ticle mass. Relevant particle dimensions can be inferred from the upturn of

the normal force with decreasing gap settings at critical gaps. The differ-

ences in the force development for different concentrations is correlated to

concentration-dependent swelling of the microgels. Below the critical con-

centration of 0.21 wt% (Piau (2007)) the system is dilute and isolated Car-

bopol microgels are fully swollen. This reflects in no observable normal force

at larger gaps and an increase in FN when confining the particles in gaps

below ∼ 40 − 50µm for the 0.1 wt% concentration. The transitional value

for the gap agrees well with the dimensions of the fully swollen particles

reported in a dilute solution (Piau (2007)) and observed in Fig. 1. A more

precise value for the average effective dimension of the fully swollen particle

can be obtained by fitting the onset of single particle confinement with a

Hertzian contact force:

FN ∼ Gpπ
dc
2

(1− λ)3/2 (1)

where λ = h
dc

is the compression of the particle, with Gp the modulus and

dc the diameter of the suspended microgel particles. This fit is shown in Fig.

6 for the 0.1 wt% suspension and leads to an effective particle diameter of

dc = 48 µm

For the two concentrations of 0.5 and 1 wt% above the critical concentra-

tion the microgels can only partially swell as they share a limited quantity
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Fig. 5 a) Normal force FN arising from confined microgels as a function of the

confining gap h for different concentrations. b) Same normal force scaled with the

concentration.

of solvent and will therefore have a smaller dimension compared to the fully

swollen state. When trying to determine this (smaller) dimension from the

normal force data we encounter an additional difficulty: as can be seen in

Fig. 5b for concentrations above the critical concentration a considerable

normal force is observed even for gap separations above the dimensions of

the fully swollen particles of 40 - 50 µm (up to gaps of 100 µm), which is not

observed for the dilute solution. This is not surprising, as for the densely

packed microgels interparticle interaction (as for example via the possible

brush-like structure at the particle surface) will prevent a full relaxation of

the normal force, even for confinement levels still above the single particle.

Calculating the normal stress level for the densely packed suspensions from

the normal force via the confining area of the force sensor shows that for
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Fig. 6 Mooney-Rivlin fits (eq. 2, solid lines) of the normal force as a function

of gap using the coefficients C1 and C2 as well as the particle dimension dc as

fit parameters. The resulting particle diameters h = dc are 53 µm, 40 µm and

35 µm, for 0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt% concentrations respectively. For 0.1 wt% also the

Hertzian fit FN ∼ (1−λ)3/2 of eq. 1 is shown (dotted line) for smaller compression

deformations for gaps above 30 µm.

confinement levels below a few particle diameters this residing static nor-

mal stress can exceed the observed yield stress level under shear (Fig. 4)

up to an order of magnitude. However, this residing stress also prevents us

to utilise a Hertzian fit of the normal force data to determine the particle

diameter of the concentrated solutions .

We therefore utilize the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model (Bird et al

(1987)) that is suitable for a stronger degree of confinement. The Mooney-
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Rivlin constitutive model is used to describe the stress-strain response of

rubber-like materials and can be applied to model the three-dimensional

joining of long flexible polymer strands at junction points in the microgel

particles (Mark (2007)). Following the Mooney-Rivlin model the force that

develops when compressing the microgel particles is

FN = A

(
2C1 +

2C2

λ

)(
1

λ
− λ2

)
(2)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the gel over which the force is

measured, λ = h
dc

is the compression of the particle, with dc the diameter of

the suspended microgel particles (which depends on the swelling and thus

on the concentration) and C1 and C2 are material parameters referred to

as Mooney-Rivlin coefficients. The force data in Fig. 6 has been fitted with

this expression at high degree of confinement with the coefficients and dc

as fitting parameters. The intersection of the fits with the x-axis at FN = 0

(representing the particle swelling and thus the critical confinement h = dc

of the Mooney-Rivlin model) gives dc values of 53 µm, 40 µm and 35 µm, for

0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt% concentrations respectively. The critical diameter value

shifts as expected to lower values with increasing concentration and particle

packing. A meaning to the values of the coefficients C1 and C2 can be found

from statistical models such as the affine and phantom network models

(Mark (2007)), which yield explicit expressions for the relation between the

molecular structure of the gel network and elastic or mechanical properties

of the microgels. For the concentrations above the critical one the coefficients
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C1 and C2 can thus be correlated with the elasticity parameters of the gel

network (Douglas (2013)). The parameter 2C2 in Mooney-Rivlin’s model is

proportional to the plateau modulus of the gel network and should thus scale

linearly with concentration (Mark (2007); Douglas (2013)). This is shown

in the inset in Fig. 6 for the concentrations of 0.5 and 1.0 wt% for which

the cross-sectional area A of the gel particles is known and equal to the area

of the normal force sensor plate since the microgel concentration is above

the critical concentration. In addition to the determination of the particle

dimensions, the actual normal force data will also be used to evaluate the

linear and non-linear evolution of pressure necessary for compressing the

microgel particles when discussing the slip mechanisms under confinement,

as well as to calculate the friction coefficient and Sommerfeld number for

the tribological measurements in section 3.5.

3.3 Gap-dependent flow curves of Carbopol microgels with smooth shearing

surfaces

In this section we discuss the flow behaviour of the Carbopol microgel par-

ticles when confined between smooth shearing surfaces. In general, when

shearing microgel particles particles at concentrations above their critical

concentration with smooth surfaces, one expects the presence of wall slip.

Such a slip has been investigated in detail for microgels unconfined by the

shearing surfaces by Cloitre and coworkers (Meeker et al (2004); Seth et al

(2008)), who demonstrated the occurrence of slip and an apparent gap de-
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Fig. 7 Schematic representation of a) the slip layer and parameters in eq. 3,

b) effect of slip on flow curves of concentrated suspensions as a function of gap,

where σy is the yield stress and σ′
y is the pseudo yield stress, adapted from (Barnes

(1995); Meeker et al (2004); Seth et al (2008); Clasen (2012)). The dashed curve

shows a typical yield stress fluid without slip effects.

pendence of the flow curves for stresses below the yield stress. The general

gap dependence of the measured stress of a yield stress material has also

recently been demonstrated (Clasen (2012)).

From this the schematic flow curves of a slipping yield stress fluid are

derived and schematically depicted in Fig. 7b. The dashed line represents

the bulk flow curve of a yield stress fluid in the absence of slip (as observed in

the experimental bulk data of Carbopol in Fig. 4, but also reported in (Piau
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(2007))). In the presence of slip the flow curves exhibits at a critical stress

level σ′y (the pseudo yield stress as already introduced by Barnes (Barnes

(1995))) a detachment of the unyielded bulk from the shear boundaries

and the formation of the slip layer of thickness δ (Fig. 7a) over which the

shearing surface moves relative to the bulk with the slip velocity Vs, which

goes along with a sudden jump in the apparent shear rate. Further increase

in the shear velocity leads to an increase in the stress which depends on the

slip mechanism in the layers (Meeker et al (2004); Seth et al (2008)). The

observed slope m in this regime in Fig. 7b is thus directly related to the

dependence of the slip velocity Vs on the stress level (Seth et al (2012)).

The shift of the stress curves to higher apparent rates depends on the gap

h. Upon reaching the yield stress σy the bulk of the sample starts to yield,

leading to a plateau of the stress over a wider shear rate regime. At stresses

above the bulk yield stress the sample flows and exhibits a sample dependent

slope n in Fig. 7b that differs from m below the yield stress. Still, also the

yielded bulk sample can exhibit slip, but possibly following a different slip

mechanism (as shown for example for yielded concentrated emulsions or

suspensions (Clasen and McKinley (2004); Clasen et al (2006))).

Outgoing from this known effect of slip on the flow curves of a yielding

microgel suspension for the unconfined case, we are now able to evaluate

the flow curves obtained under confinement with smooth (slipping) shear-

ing surfaces. The gap dependent flow curves of the three different neutral-
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ized Carbopol concentrations obtained using the smooth plates with a 5 Å

roughness are shown in Fig. 8.

At the largest gaps all three sample concentrations generally agree with

the bulk data of Fig. 4. However, lowering the gap leads to an apparent

decrease in the stress level in particular in the bulk yielding regime at lower

shear rates similar to the scheme in Fig. 7b, indicating indeed the occurrence

of wall slip. It should be noted that the observed transitions in Fig. 8 are

not as sharp as for the ideal case schematically depicted in Fig. 7b. This

is due to a spreading of the pseudo-yielding and actual yielding process

over a stress range caused by the inhomogeneous distribution of particle

sizes of the Carbopol microgels as seen in the confocal images in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the shear rate regime accessible with

the FMR in Fig. 8 covers stress levels for the three Carbopol concentrations

from slightly below the bulk yield stress level to stresses up to an order of

magnitude above the yield stress level. The observed slip when measuring at

micron gap separations (decrease in stress level as a function of decreasing

gap) is not limited to only low-shear regions, but extends also into the

high-shear regions and above the yield stress level, which was not reported

for microgels in literature for larger gaps (Meeker et al (2004); Seth et al

(2008)). Although the schematic of Fig. 7b indicates that slip even above the

yield stress level is in principle possible, this has so far not at all (Barnes

(1995); Meeker et al (2004); Seth et al (2008)), or much less pronounced

been observed (Seth et al (2012)). This is not an artefact of the measuring
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Fig. 8 Gap dependent flow curves of 0.1, 0.5, and 1 wt% Carbopol microgels

using smooth shearing plates at room temperature. The bulk data (from Fig. 4)

are also indicated as a reference and to guide the eye.
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geometry, it has been shown for the same geometry that the occurrence of

slip at these stress and gap levels is solely depending on the sample (Clasen

and McKinley (2004); Clasen et al (2006)), and the usage of roughened

surfaces in section 3.4 for the same geometry dimensions is fully suppressing

this slip and the gap dependency of the flow curves in this shear rate regime.

The strong slip, observed even above the yield stress, is therefore likely

caused by the strong confinement and discussed in detail in the following.

Before going further into slip analysis it is worthwhile to pinpoint the

differences in flow behavior presented by the dilute suspension, 0.1 wt% in

comparison to the concentrated microgels at 0.5 and 1 wt%. In the case

of the 0.1 wt% microgel suspension, the flow curves measured for different

gaps in Fig. 8a all lie slightly above the bulk flow curve at lower shear rates.

This observation, in particular visible as a pronounced increase in stress for

the lowest gaps of 10 and 5 µm, is in agreement with other observations

of the flow of confined microstructures and their frictional interaction with

the shearing surface (Clasen and McKinley (2004); Clasen et al (2006); Baik

et al (2011); Clasen et al (2010)) that are expected when the microstructural

length scales of the fluid are close to the measurement length scales. This

frictional interaction will be dealt with in detail in section 3.5. A reason why

this frictional interaction is observable is that the overall (bulk) stress of the

fluid at the lower rates in Fig. 8a is smaller than this frictional interaction

(due to the overall low concentration of microgel particles in the 0.1 wt%

sample). Still, taking a closer look at stress data at larger gaps reveals that
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the stress level actually decreases when lowering the gap from 60 to 20 µm

(before the onset of frictional interaction at even lower gaps). This indicates

that for this concentration slip and frictional interaction affect the observed

flow curves simultaneously. In contrast to this for the higher concentration

of 0.5 and 1 wt% (which are both above the critical concentration of 0.21

wt%), the frictional interaction with the confining smooth surfaces is too low

to be picked up. In this case the gap dependent flow curves are dominated

by the slip of the bulk fluid, which leads to all flow curves lying below the

bulk flow curves and the stress level to decrease with decreasing gap (as

depicted in the schematics of Fig. 7b).

3.3.1 Analysis of gap and stress dependent slip for smooth shearing surfaces

For bulk samples the slip of a yielding microgel suspension arises from the

formation of a lubrication layer of thickness δ of pure solvent at the wall that

is depleted of gel particles as described by Cloitre and coworkers (Meeker

et al (2004); Seth et al (2008)) and schematically laid out in Fig. 7a. Slip

parameters for such an apparent slip (Vleminckx and Clasen (2014)) can

be determined using the Mooney analysis (Mooney (1931); Yoshimura and

Prud’homme (1988)). For δ � h and assuming that the slip occurs on both

shearing surfaces, the slip velocity Vs of the microgel particles against the

wall is described by:

γ̇app =
V

h
= γ̇ +

2Vs
h

(3)
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where V is the relative velocity of the two shearing surfaces, and γ̇app and

γ̇ are the apparent and actual shear rates respectively as depicted in Fig. 7a.

The slip velocity at a certain stress level can be determined from a linear

regression of the apparent shear rate γ̇app as a function of the reciprocal

gap 1/h for constant values of the shear stress. The slope of the plots yields

the slip velocity 2Vs, and the y-intercept the true shear rate γ̇ for a specific

stress level σ.

Such a slip analysis has been performed on the Carbopol data of Fig. 8.

For the concentration of 0.1 wt% this is only possible for a limited number of

gaps as pointed out above due to the simultaneous observation of frictional

interactions. Still, a slip analysis of the data at gaps of 20 and 40 µm yield

slip velocities that apparently show a linear dependency on stress level. The

variation of this slip velocity with stress for different concentration regimes

can typically be represented in a power law form (Boersma et al (1991);

Barnes (1995); Meeker et al (2004)):

Vs = βσn (4)

For dilute systems as the 0.1 wt% suspension, usually n = 1 corresponding

to a Navier slip law is observed (Navier (1823)). Similar observations of

linear scaling of slip at lower stresses have been reported elsewhere for dilute

microgel systems (Seth et al (2008)). For deformable particles the linear

dependence can be attributed to a migration away from the wall (Chan and

Leal (1979)) due to elongation and rotation of the particles under shear.

Still, it should be kept in mind that the slip data for the 0.1 wt% suspension
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Fig. 9 Slip analysis for 0.5 wt% Carbopol microgels: apparent shear rate vs the

inverse of the measurement gap. Solid lines are linear fits over the indicated gap

range

are obtained only from two different gaps and for simultaneously occurring

frictional interaction, the interpretation of this slip regime should therefore

be taken with care.

For the higher concentrations the slip analysis is much more robust. Fig.

9 shows the apparent shear rate as a function of the inverse gap following

eq. 3 for the concentration of 0.5 wt%. While it is obvious from the different

slopes observed that indeed a gap dependent slip is taking place, it is also

clear that two different slip regimes can be identified. For larger gaps ≥ 45

µm (as seen also in the enlargement of Fig. 9) the observed slope is much

less than for the more confined gaps ≤ 45 µm. For the larger gaps the y-

intercept of the linear fits in Fig. 9 (that yield the true shear rate in the
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Fig. 10 True shear rate of the 0.5 wt% suspension as a function of the shear

stress for different levels of confinement (open symbols: gaps > 40 µm, closed

symbols: gaps < 20 µm). The dashed line indicates the bulk rheology data from

Fig. 4

microgel suspension) are plotted in Fig. 10 (open symbols) as a function of

the stress.

A comparison to the bulk data (dashed line) shows that for the less

strong confinements the suspension has indeed yielded (as expected for

stresses above the also indicated bulk yield stress level of σy = 12 Pa).

In contrast to this, for gaps ≤ 45 µm a different behaviour is observed. The

obtained true shear rates (closed symbols in Fig. 10) show that the sample

does not flow even for stresses above σy. Only at a stress level of 50 Pa

the sample begins to flow, but even at the upper end of the investigated
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stress range of 90 Pa the flow rate is lower than for the unconfined state.

The exact mechanism of this confinement induced ‘freezing′ of the micro-

gel suspension even above the yield stress cannot be concluded from the

slip analysis, however, it is clear that the confinement delays the onset of

flow to stress levels significantly above σy. We speculate that the brush-like

structure of dangling chains and their entanglement (as discussed for the

observed yield stress at low concentrations, or for the linear viscoelasticity

observed by Carnali et al. (Carnali and Naser (1992))) might also cause

the hindered yielding under confinement. The slip velocity Vs of the con-

fined microgels as a function of different stress (shown in Fig. 11a as open

symbols) can well be fitted with the power law of eq. 4. The determined

exponent n ∼ 2.4 is in good agreement with the value of 2 expected for a

slipping, unyielded microgel suspension. For concentrated microgel suspen-

sions Cloitre and coworkers (Meeker et al (2004); Seth et al (2008)) have

suggested that a scaling exponent of n = 2 can be explained with a hydro-

dynamic lubrication flow of deformable particles against the shearing wall

and will result in a flow curve as schematically shown in Fig. 7b. This is

based on the assumption that slip is caused by the build up of a lubrica-

tion layer of thickness δ with a lubrication pressure plub that is balanced

by the osmotic pressure posm within the microgel particles. The osmotic

pressure arises in a concentrated suspension due to the compression of the

gel particles in the limited amount of solvent. With the assumption that δ

is small and therefore not further compressing the gel particle or affecting
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posm, also plub remains constant and independent of the slip velocity Vs. Us-

ing the Rayleigh equation for plub the slip layer thickness δ can be directly

related to the slip velocity (Meeker et al (2004)):

δ2 ∼ ηsr

posm
Vs (5)

where the length scale r is proportional to the square root of the contact

area of the deformed single microgel particle with the shearing wall. With

a stress of a Newtonian fluid in the slip layer of σ ∼ ηVs/δ this results in

the scaling of

Vs ∼ σ2 (6)

that is also observed in Fig. 11a. It should be noted again that this slip

velocity scaling is predicted for an unyielded microgel suspension. Observing

this scaling also for stresses above σy is another indication that the yielding

and onset of bulk flow of the suspension is delayed by the confinement to

higher stresses. The scaling even holds for stresses above 50 Pa at which in

Fig. 10 the onset of (weak) bulk flow was observed.

For the even higher concentration of 1.0 wt% the slip analysis (Fig. 12)

yields a similar behaviour as for the 0.5 wt% suspension. At larger gaps (in

this case above a critical gap of h ∼ 35 µm) the sample has yielded and

exhibits shear rates similar to the bulk. At gaps below this critical limit Fig.

12 shows a strong increase in the slope, indicating again an increase in slip

velocity (and decrease in actual shear rate) under confinement. However,

different from the 0.5 wt% sample, the observed slope in Fig. 12 decreases

again when further lowering the gap. This prohibits the determination of
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Fig. 11 Slip parameters as function of the shear stress under confinement. a)

Slip velocities. Open symbols are for 0.5 wt% Carbopol microgels and obtained

from the linear fits indicated in Fig. 9 for all gaps h below 40 µm. Closed symbols

are for 1.0 wt% and obtained from the liner fits indicated in Fig. 12 for specific

gap ranges. Solid lines represent fits of eq. 4 to the data. b) Slip layer thickness

determined from eq. 7

.

single slip velocities by fitting the the whole gap range below the critical

limit of h ' 35 µm.

However, it is possible to fit eq. 3 to selected gap ranges (pairs of two sub-

sequent gaps, fits are indicated by the straight lines in Fig. 12 respectively)

in order to obtain the slip behaviour for this specific state of confinement.

Although this procedure yields only average values of slip parameters over

the selected (narrow) gap ranges, it still gives an insight into the slip and
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Fig. 12 Slip analysis for the 1.0 wt% Carbopol microgel suspension: apparent

shear rate vs the inverse of the measurement gap. Solid lines represent fits of eq.

3. For gaps h ≤ 40 µm the fits are over two adjacent data points only, and the

obtained slip velocity is shown in Fig. 11a as obtained for the average of the two

respective gaps.

flow behaviour for a specific state of confinement. The resulting slip veloc-

ities vs stress are plotted in Fig. 11a for different confining gaps as closed

symbols. Furthermore the data is fitted with eq. 4, and it can be seen that

the slip velocity scales with the stress with a power n ' 2, independent of

the degree of confinement. Still the increasing confinement changes the slip

behaviour for the 1 wt% suspension. In contrast to the 0.5 wt% suspen-

sion, Fig. 12 shows that the slip velocity (the slope of the curves) eventually

decreases when further lowering the gap (and consequently the flow rate

(y-intercept)).
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The different effects of confinement on slip and flow of the microgel

suspension become more clear in the summarising Fig. 13. The figure shows

how the slip velocity and the true shear rate evolve with changing gap for

representative stress levels above the bulk yield stress of the three samples.

At larger gaps all concentrations exhibit a low slip velocity as expected for

a yielded suspension. When decreasing the gap all samples exhibit a sudden

increase in slip velocity, which goes along with a sharp decrease in the

true shear rate in the samples. For the lower concentrations the shear rate

actually drops to zero (the confinement induced ’freezing’) whereas for the 1

wt% sample the rate shows just a strong drop. Also different from the lower

concentrations is the further evolution of the 1 wt% sample. Whereas the

0.1 and 0.5 wt% samples remain unyielded when further lowering the gap,

the 1 wt% solution shows once again an increasing true rate and decreasing

slip velocity with further increase of confinement.

Finally, the depleted (slip) layer thickness δ can be calculated from:

δ =
Vs
γ̇w

(7)

where γ̇w is the shear rate in the slip layer (as schematically depicted in

Fig. 7a). For a known viscosity of the fluid in the slip layer (in the current

case water with ηw = 1 mPa s) the slip layer shear rate is readily calculated

from γ̇w = σ/ηw (Barnes (1995)). The slip layer thicknesses are given in

Fig. 11b and show clearly the linear dependence δ ∼ σ that is obtained

from Vs ∼ σ2 and eq. 5. In addition to that, it can be seen in Fig. 11b that

the particle depleted slip layer thickness δ decreases with concentration. As
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Fig. 13 Typical evolution of shear rate within the microgel suspension (open

symbols) as well as the slip velocity against the wall (closed symbols) as a function

of the confining gap h for the three different concentrations. The (constant) stress

level for each concentration was selected to be well above the bulk yield stress σy

(at least by a factor 2.5).

already stated by Barnes (Barnes (1995)), as the concentration increases

above the critical concentration, the particles will compress due to the spa-

tial restriction in the limited volume of the solvent, resulting in an increase

in posm. A higher osmotic pressure in eq. 5 leads then to the observed lower

slip layer thickness.
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One observation from the slip analysis is on a first glance counterintu-

itive: The slip velocities shown in Fig. 11a show the scaling Vs ∼ σ2 even

for confinement levels that are clearly below the dimensions of the single

microgel particles determined from the normal force measurements. How-

ever, for confinement of single particles eq. 5 should not be applicable since

the pressure balancing plub will no longer arise from the constant osmotic

pressure of the suspension, but from a gap dependent resistance of the single

particle against the confining deformation. Furthermore, the contact area of

the particle with the wall and thus r in eq. 5 will no longer remain constant,

but also become a function of the degree of confinement. Outgoing from the

normal force measurements and Hertzian confinement studies of Fig. 5, the

gel particles have a diameter of as large as 40 - 50 µm in the fully swollen

state. One would therefore expect that the scaling of Vs ∼ σ2 breaks down

for confining gaps of ≤ 40 µm. However, the slip analysis and Fig. 11a shows

that Vs ∼ σ2 holds even for smaller confinements.

We propose the following to explain this apparent contradiction. The

origin of osmotic pressure of the suspension and the pressure developed

by the confined particle are the same. Both are depending on the particle

modulus Gp and the degree of particle compression λ. Assuming in the

following initially spherical particles for a Hertzian contact with λ = h/dc,

where dc is the diameter of the unconfined, fully swollen particle and h is

the distance to which the particle is confined, the pressure is (Meeker et al

(2004))
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p ∼ Gp

√
1− λ (8)

The applicability of a Hertzian confinement of the Cabopol microgel

particles is supported by the normal force measurements of single confined

particles in Figure 5 and the Hertzian fit performed therein. For r, the

dimension of the square root of the contact area with the wall, a similar

dependence on the degree of confinement can be formulated:

r ∼ dc
√

1− λ (9)

Inserting both eq. 8 and eq. 9 into eq. 5 gives

δ2 ∼ ηsdc
Gp

Vs (10)

which is thus independent of the degree of compression λ and yields the

same relation δ2 ∼ Vs and thus Vs ∼ σ2 as in eq. 6. This independence of

the slip mechanism of microgels on λ, even when transitioning to a direct

confinement of the gel particles between the shearing surfaces for gaps h ≤

40 µm, is observed in Fig. 8. The data obtained for gaps < 40 µm in Fig.

8, although for microgel particles in a confined state, show still a pure slip

behavior and allows to perform the Mooney analysis also for gaps < 40 µm.

The above simple assumption for the confinement of gel particles holds,

however, only for moderate confinements. As soon as the compression of the

particles is high enough that the developed pressure exceeds the Hertzian

law of eq. 1, the slip layer thickness δ will become a function of the con-

finement and decrease with decreasing gap h. This leads eventually to a
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breakdown of the hydrodynamic lubrication once the slip layer thickness

reaches the length scale of the shearing surface roughness.

This is actually observed in Fig. 8a for confining gaps of 10 µm and 5

µm where the stress level at lower rates does not exhibit a decrease due

to hydrodynamic lubrication induced slip, but rather an increase with de-

creasing gap. This and the nearly rate independent plateau are typical for

a transition to a boundary lubrication and direct frictional interaction of

the gel particles with the walls. A comparison of the slip layer thicknesses

determined in Fig. 11b (that are on the order of several nm) to the sur-

face roughness of the plates of 0.5 nm indicates that the hydrodynamic

lubrication layer can eventually break down when a further non-linear com-

pression of the gel particles reduces the slip layer towards the length scale

of the roughness. The onset gap of such a boundary lubrication, as well as

the stress level, would depend on the surface roughness as well as the length

scale of the confinement, both are investigated in the following section in

detail. Furthermore, the actual normal force in Figure 5 shows the transition

from a Hertzian to non-Hertzian compression at these gaps.

3.4 Effect of shearing surface roughness in confined flow

The previous discussion has shown that the slip analysis can still be per-

formed also for a direct confinement of single microgel particle. However, the

lower gap data in Fig. 8a have shown that, even for a smooth surface, below

a critical confinement level the slip layer eventually breaks down once the
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layer thickness is reduced to the surface roughness and gives way to direct

frictional interaction of the gel particle with the surface. Generally in order

to suppress slip surfaces are modified to increase roughness as by attaching

sand paper to shearing geometries or using roughened geometries. For the

current investigation, flat λ/10 fused silica plates are roughened to RMS

roughnesses of 15µm and 50µm. Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b show the resulting

plots of shear stress versus shear rate for the same 0.1 wt% Carbopol mi-

crogel suspensions for which smooth plate data has already been discussed

in Fig. 8a.

For the plates with roughnesses of 15 and 50 µm in Fig. 14, the formation

of a slip layer (that would be according to Fig. 11 on the order of several nm)

is effectively disturbed. The flow curves for gaps h > 40µm show therefore

no gap dependence and lie on top of each other. In particular comparing

the results for the two different roughnesses for 0.1 wt% Carbopol in Fig.

14a and Fig. 14b show that for larger gaps > 40µm both length scales

of roughnesses are equally capable of suppressing the slip. Furthermore,

a comparison to the smooth plate data at the largest investigated gap of

94µm (where effects of slip are negligible) shows that all flow curves overlap,

regardless of the surface roughness of the shearing fixtures.

As the gap is decreased effects of surface roughness become increasingly

important. Similar to the smooth surfaces data, below a critical gap the

stress exhibits a plateau at lower rates that increases with decreasing gap.

However, different from the smooth plate data, this is not coupled with the
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Fig. 14 Effect of shearing surface roughness in confined flows. a) Comparison of

gap dependent flow curves obtained using smooth shearing plates and shearing

plates with surface roughness of 15µm for 0.1 wt% microgels, b) gap dependent

flow curves of 0.1 wt% for a surface roughness of 50µm. c) and d) show for 0.5 wt%

and 1 wt% respectively the gap dependent flow curves obtained using smooth and

roughened plates for comparison. Arrows in plots (c) and (d) indicated the stress

evolution for decreasing gaps, upward arrows for the 15µm roughened plates,

downward arrows for smooth shearing plates.
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occurrence of slip and therefore already observed at larger gaps. The onset

of observable confinement effects correlates with the dimension of the single

particle at this specific conditions. For the dilute case of 0.1 wt% in Fig. 14a

the stress increase is observed at and below a critical gap of 40µm, for the

higher concentration of 0.5 wt% only at 20µm and for the 1 wt% solution

only for gaps below 20µm. The nearly rate independent stress plateaus that

are observed for gaps below the critical gap limit indicate the occurrence

of a frictional interaction of the confined microgel particles rather than a

slipping flow (Clasen et al (2010)).

It should also be noted that the stress plateau of the flow curves from the

shearing plates with the smallest roughness lie above the ones with larger

roughness at similar confining gaps, as can be seen when comparing Fig.

14a and b. We speculate that this could be due to the the fact that the gel

particles can reside in the larger roughness and cause an apparently lower

roughness that effectively reduces the contact area of the sliding particles

with the rough asperities of the surface and thus the sliding friction. For

the smaller roughness this is not possible and the particles have to slide

directly against the surface. Such a dependence of the suppression of slip

on the length scale of particles relative to the roughness has been reported

earlier (Citerne et al (2001); Chang et al (2003)). For further discussion we

focus therefore on the roughness of 15µm that gives the highest friction.
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3.5 Direct frictional interaction

A further support of the hypothesis of a direct frictional interaction of the

confined microgel particles with the surface (section 3.4) can be obtained by

calculating the coefficient of friction µ = σ21/σN = σ21A/FN from the stress

data of Fig. 14. For a friction controlled interaction of the gel particles with

the shearing surface, µ should be independent of particle concentration or

the confining gap (Clasen et al (2006); Kim et al (2013)). This calculation

is done with the confining gap dependent static normal force data of Fig.

5a. The calculated friction coefficients are shown in Fig. 15.

As done for tribological measurements of friction, the coefficients of fric-

tion µ are given as a function of normalised velocity via the non-dimensional

Sommerfeld number (Kavehpour and McKinley (2004))

So =
ηwhγ̇

FN
(11)

where η is the viscosity of the sample, hγ̇ is the sliding velocity of the sur-

face against the particle, and FN/w is the normal force per unit width of

the shearing surface. It should be noted that for both the smooth surface,

as well as for the large roughness of 50 µm a frictional interaction is only

observed for the lowest concentration of 0.1wt%. For these roughnesses Fig.

15 exhibits only for the single concentration of 0.1 wt% a friction factor that

is independent of the confinement (or the normal force resulting from the

confinement). However, for the roughness of 15 µm a frictional interaction is

observable for all three concentrations. A comparison of the friction coeffi-
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Fig. 15 Coefficient of friction µ as a function of the Sommerfeld number So for

different shearing surface roughness. Data taken from Fig. 14 only for confinement

gaps for which a frictional interaction (boundary lubrication regime) is observed.
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cient for the different concentrations is thus possible and shown in Fig. 15b.

Generally at low rates or Sommerfeld numbers the friction coefficient µ is

constant in the so-called boundary lubrication regime, which represents the

frictional interaction of the two surfaces mediated via the lubricating fluid.

On the other hand, at high Sommerfeld numbers µ is increasing with in-

creasing So in the so-called hydrodynamic lubrication regime, which is dom-

inated by a lubrication flow of the fluid between the confining surfaces. In

the transition between these two regimes (in the so called mixed-lubrication

regime) the friction coefficient can actually drop below the boundary lubri-

cation regime. However, the mixed lubrication regime is strongly depending

on the utilised geometry, and this drop in µ is generally very low or not

at all observed when using the FMR for tribological studies (Clasen et al

(2010)). It is obvious that the coefficient of friction of directly confined mi-

crogel particles does indeed not depend on the degree of confinement or the

particle concentration, but solely on the shearing surface roughness, which

determines the particle to surface interaction.

Comparing the friction coefficients of the boundary lubrication regime

in Fig. 15, it can be seen that the smallest value of µ is observed for the

smooth surfaces and the highest value of µ for the 15 µm roughened sur-

face, supporting our previous argument that maximum contact is achieved

for this roughness. The frictional interaction changes when confining the

gel particles to 5 µm. For both the smooth surface and the most effective

roughness of 15 µm, the coefficient of friction exhibits a sudden increase at
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h = 5 µm. The cause for this increase in µ is not known. We speculate that

at such strong confinements friction mechanisms as for example a rolling

motion of the particles are hindered.

It should be noted that De Vicente et al (2006) previously determined

the coefficient of friction for a different grade of Carbopol (Carbopol 934,

with swollen particle sizes of 2-4 µm) using a ball-on-soft-plate tribometrical

setup with an applied normal force. They observed a friction coefficient in

the boundary lubrication regime on the order of µ = 0.1, which is more than

an order of magnitude larger than our observations. It should, however, be

noted that their observations were performed for a different set of surface

materials (silicone rubber against steel), which prohibits a direct comparison

of the results.

At higher Sommerfeld numbers in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime

(where the solid surfaces are separated by a film of lubricants), the coefficient

of friction depends on the rheological property of the confined thin film. In

this regime of the classical Stribeck curve (De Vicente et al (2006)), the

coefficient of friction increases with increasing sliding speed, as is confirmed

in Fig. 15.

4 Conclusions

The microrheological properties of deformable particles of Carbopol micro-

gels have been examined for different concentrations and over a shearing

gap range from 5 - 100 µm that reaches the same order of magnitude and
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even smaller than the length scale of the microgel particles. It is shown that

the dispersions of swollen particles have a yield stress and exhibit a shear-

ing surface roughness dependent slip already at stress levels below the yield

stress (similar to other observations on concentrated microgel suspensions).

However, different from these previous observations, we demonstrate that

for stresses above the (bulk) yield stress level the sample flow can be pro-

hibited by a critical degree of confinement. For shearing gas smaller than

this critical confinement (which is on the order of a single average particle

dimension) the yield stress is increased by up to a factor 4 and the slip

behaviour observed below the bulk yield stress is extended to the new yield

point and beyond. Furthermore, we show that the slip behavior of the micro-

gel suspensions based on an elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication theory (with

slip velocity Vs ∼ σ2) also holds for a direct confinement (compression) of

single gel particles between the shearing surfaces, as long as the particle

response is Hertzian. The level of single particle confinement (and thus in-

directly the relevant particle dimensions) could be directly determined with

static normal force measurements on the gel particles as a function of the

confining gap. A non-Hertzian (non-linear) response on strong confinement

eventually leads to a decrease of slip layer thickness and to a breakdown of

the lubrication layer depending on the length scale of the surface roughness

of the shearing plates. At confinements beyond the hydrodynamic lubrica-

tion layer breakdown, the microgels exhibit a concentration independent

boundary lubrication with friction coefficients solely related to the shearing
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surface roughness. The boundary lubrication friction is quantified by the in

situ measurements of the gap dependent static normal force arising from

single microgel particle confinement.

The swelling state and polydispersity of the Carbopol microgel particles

as a function of pH and concentration was qualitatively investigated with

confocal microscopy and SEM imaging. In particular at a neutral pH the

swollen particles and the percolated dispersion structures could be visu-

alised qualitatively for the first time via a staining procedure of the higher

crosslinked gel core regions. The observed shrinking of the swollen particles

with increasing concentrations above the critical concentration confirms the

microrheological observations. The gap below which an onset of sliding fric-

tion is observed decreases from 40 µm to 20 µm with increasing microgel

concentration. Similarly the onset of non-linear normal force increase shifts

to lower gaps, following the observed shrinking of particles with increasing

concentration.
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